
Week Content Objective 

15 

Introduction / 

Folder 

creation  

Introduction to WJEC Unit 4- Hand out work booklet. This piece of practice coursework is purely 

electronic and will be marked this way. 

Pupils will set up a folder and subfolder in their work area. I which they should store all work for this 

unit. 

16/17 Research 

Pupils carry out research to the problem stated in the WJEC Unit 4 candidate booklets. Pupils need to 

show how they carried out the research in the form of print screens.  

Pupils should analysis two contrasting websites, stating the house style, purpose and audience for both. 

Pupils should also compare both websites looking at the similarities and differences. 

Pupils should describe the website multimedia features. 

Candidate should store all information and images etc in a relevant subfolder created at the start of 

the unit.  

 

18/19 Design 

Pupils should start creating a draft of their presentation. This should be a clear explaining how the 

solution will be fit for purpose, the layout of the presentation.  This should show consistency of layout - 

mood colours, font style and size and ideas for imagery A basic plan of a master slide should also be 

designed. 

 

19 
Marking and 

Feedback 

All work will be marked by the teacher. Feedback will be both written and verbal. Differentiation by 

outcome and additional verbal feedback if required. 

20/21 
Template and 

Navigation 

Pupils will develop an efficient navigation for their presentation this is normally via buttons that are 

designed using Macromedia Fireworks. They should either edit an existing template/master page design 

and making good use of house style colours.  

Pupils should select and used a navigation bar or tools available in their chosen software and developed a 

standard navigation tool including colour scheme, hyperlinks and icons. 

Pupils should then use the master slide design to add information to six slides. 

 

22/23 

Creation of 

Graphical 

Images 

Candidates should create a range of a images for their presentation. 

Pupils should create two images one of which is a logo or web icon. One of the images needs to have 

three layers and both are optimised and saved in an appropriate format. The images should demonstrate 

efficient use of a wide range of features of the software (Macromedia Fireworks and are fit for 

purpose and audience.  

 

23 Marking and All work will be marked by the teacher. Feedback will be both written and verbal. Differentiation by 



Feedback outcome and additional verbal feedback if required. 

24 
Creation of 

Animation 

Candidates should created a storyboard for an animation or animated movie and developed this 

animation with at least three techniques or elements such as looping, onion skinning and grouping. The 

animation should be fit for purpose and audience and include an explanation of the timing and /or frame 

rate used 

To gain full marks an animated moving banner combining text and graphics should be created. 

 

 

25 
Creation of 

Sounds 

Pupils need to create and manipulate a sound, music or narration clip. Using different effects, 

overlaying tracks and cut/ cropping the sounds to produce an original sound clip which is fit for purpose 

and audience. 

26 
Additional 

Techniques 

Pupil can gain additional marks for the use of:  

 Presentation effects: Rollover buttons  

 Presentation effects: Add special effects to objects e.g. Shadow. Raised/ outer glow.  

 Presentation effects: hyperlinks in the form or text or graphics to external files  

 Animation effects: More complex animation of at least 6 frames or techniques or a mixture of both 

Animation effects: Use of background or overlay frames  

 Animation effects: Looping or repeating techniques  

 Movie effects: Title or credits  

 Movie effects: Video or transition effects  

 Sound effects: Envelopes, echo etc  

 Sound effects: Looping or repeating Sound effects: Overlay tracks 

 

9 extra marks can be awarded for the use of the above techniques 

 

26 
Marking and 

Feedback 

All work will be marked by the teacher. Feedback will be both written and verbal. Differentiation by 

outcome and additional verbal feedback if required. 

27/28 Evaluation  

Pupils should Evaluate their own work  

The controlled assignment may specify what should be evaluated but candidates could include the 

following:  

 evaluation of working practice  

 description of the suitability and effectiveness of the features analysed  

 evaluation of tools and techniques used  



 justification of choice of image, movies, sound and animation optimisation.  

 consideration of download times and file size  

 review of feedback given and received  

 comments on modifications made  

 suggestions for improvement  

 consideration of output to the web  

 evaluation of effectiveness of final solution. 

 

28  

Evaluation and 

Organisation 

of Work 

Pupils will finish off evaluation proof reading and spell checking. Pupils will also organise their work in 

folders ready for final marking.  

 

Differentiation is via outcome due to control assessment. Some guidance can be given when required. This will be varied per pupil 

depending on ability.  

 

Work up to the End of May is for end of year summer internal examinations after all practice coursework is complete  

 
Week Content Objective 

29 Practice for 

Unit 1 

 

30 Practice for 

Unit 1  

Recover Unit 1 Theory unit highlight the key points that some / all pupils would like refreshing on.  

These will include weak areas such as control systems, E-Commerce and Home Entertainment 

31 Practice for 

Unit 1 

Students will be give practice questions within class. These will then be peer marked and teacher 

marked where appropriate.  Feedback and correct answers will be given. Pupils will also be checked for 

correct spelling for ICT terminology. 

32 Practice for 

Unit 1 

Recover Unit 1 Theory unit highlight the key points that some / all pupils would like refreshing on.   

33 Practice for 

Unit 1 

Students will be give practice exam paper within class. These will then be peer marked and teacher 

marked where appropriate.  Feedback and correct answers will be given. Pupils will also be checked for 

correct spelling for ICT terminology. 

 


